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Motor Proteins and the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics
Zhisong Wang.
National University of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore.
Motor proteins doing intracellular transport or rotation consume chemical
fuels (ATP) to make directional motion in an isothermal environment.
From a general physical perspective, any directional motion in an isothermal
environment costs a finite amount of energy, even though no work is done.
Otherwise the 2nd law of thermodynamics would be violated. Hence the
2nd law requires a finite energy price for ‘pure’ direction of a motor protein.
But what is the least possible price, quantitatively speaking? And how close
to this least price are motor proteins? In this talk, I shall show that a universal
equality captures the 2nd-law decreed price of direction, and matches exper-
imental observation of motor proteins like kinesin-1 and F1-ATPase. These
results offer quantitative evidence that the two motor proteins function near
the physical boundary set by the 2nd law. [References: Wang, Hou and
Efremov, J. Chem. Phys. 139, 035105 (2013); Hou and Wang, Phys. Rev.
E 88, 022703 (2013)]
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DNA segregation is an essential process that ensures that every daughter cell
inherits a copy of genomic DNA. Many bacterial chromosomes and low-
copy-number plasmids such as P1 in Escherichia coli have partitioning systems
to separate and transport genomes towards opposite cell-halves before cell
division. Only three components are required to partition plasmids: a parS
sequence on the plasmid and two proteins, ParA and ParB. It was widely
believed that P1 plasmids segregate similar to a mitotic mechanism in eukary-
otes. Here, we propose that the partition proteins pattern the bacterial nucleoid
using it as a track for plasmid motion. We reconstituted the P1 partition system
in a DNA-coated flowcell to mimic an artificial nucleoid, and visualized the
dynamics with TIRF microscopy. ParA and ParB coated the DNA surface uni-
formly. ParB binds specifically to parS site on the plasmid and stimulated the
disassembly of ParA, an ATP-dependent DNA-binding protein. This generated
a transient depletion zone surrounding the plasmid prior to its motion on the
DNA surface. FRAP measurements showed the partition proteins exchanging
rapidly on DNA without forming any filamentous structures. Our results sup-
port a reaction-diffusion based mechanism, where ParB on the plasmid chases
and redistributes ParA patterns on the nucleoid and in turn drives plasmid
movement.
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Genetic disorders that affect the development or function of flagella and
their associated signalizing pathways are collectively known as ciliopathies.
Intraflagellar transport (IFT) is the process that is responsible for the regula-
tion of flagellar growth and signaling. In this study, we perform a single-
molecule fluorescence imaging investigation of IFT in a Chlamydomonas
mutant (IMP3) that exhibits unexplained phenotypes of slower flagellar
regeneration and anterograde IFT speed. Using TIRF microscopy and
two-color imaging, we show that the loading and unloading of flagellar
membrane signaling proteins is compromised in the IMP3 mutant. We first
use BBS4-GFP to quantify IFT speed changes in Chlamydomonas, we
then use two-color imaging of IFT20-mCherry and PKD2-GFP to verify
that these speed changes correspond to the loading and unloading of cargo
membrane signaling proteins onto and from IFT trains, respectively. Prelim-
inary results suggest that the IMP3 mutant is less efficient at the loading of
transmembrane cargo proteins onto IFT trains, thus consequently generating
a signaling defect.1828-Pos Board B558
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Characterizing the collective dynamics of cytoskeletal motors has become
increasingly important to resolving transport regulatory mechanisms and the
impact of mutated motor molecules in disease. Yet, many analyses multiple
motor behaviors, especially those in living cells, have been limited by inabil-
ities to control and / or characterize the number of motors responsible for cargo
motion, their organization on cargos, as well as the mechanical barriers motors
face during intracellular transport. Here, we describe an approach to engineer
COS7 cells that provides genetic-level control over the densities and ratios
of different motors on vesicular cargos (peroxisomes), as well as the loads
imposed experienced by motors via the regulation of cargo size. Such control
is facilitated by the construction of multi-component gene regulatory constructs
and opens new opportunities to evaluate the collective responses of different
types of motor molecules systematically in living cells. Assays comparing
the collective behaviors of kinesin-1 and myosinVa motors - via analyses of
the responses of peroxisome velocities, run lengths, and position noise to motor
density and cargo size - indicate that multiple myosinVa motors can cooperate
more productively that groups of kinesins. Overall, these results support predic-
tions from in vitro experiments and theoretical analyses suggesting that the sus-
ceptibilities of motor velocity and filament detachment rates to forces are
primary determinants of how effectively teams of motors can cooperate under
the applied load imposed by the COS7 cell cytoplasm. The role of such behav-
iors in mechanisms regulating cargo motion will be discussed.
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Despite remarkable advances in characterizing molecular motors and microtu-
bular transport in vitro, our understanding of intracellular cargo transport is
rudimentary. The intracellular mechanochemical properties and cooperative
mechanics of multiple motors, sharing load and coordinating cargo direction,
are fundamental in this regard. To elucidate these, we developed two novel ap-
proaches for manipulating the transport of axonal endosomes, loaded with
nanoprobes (<100nm) by receptor-mediated endocytosis, in microfluidic
DRG cultures.
Firstly, we show that by culturing neurons in a novel microfluidic-magnetic de-
vice, with axons aligned along high magnetic gradient zones, we can exert pN
forces on axonal endosomes carrying magnetic nanoparticles (MNP~100nm).
TIRF imaging of axonal MNP-endosome transport under external load reveals
that mechanical means alone can transiently reverse endosome directionality.
This suggests that mechanical force balance between kinesins and dyneins is
critical for the regulation of endosome direction.
Secondly, we show that laser-absorption by a gold nanoparticle (GNP~80nm)
in the endosome, stochastically results in the endosome being elastically teth-
ered in axon (mechanism will be discussed). Motors driving the tethered endo-
some gradually come to a stall (like beads held by an optical trap) before
detaching from the microtubule. The instantaneous recoil velocity of the endo-
some following lead-motor(s) detachment is proportional to the multi-motor
stall force. We captured the recoil velocity distribution of dynein-driven retro-
grade and kinesin-driven anterograde endosomes using darkfield imaging at
<2ms time, <5nm spatial resolutions. The peak structure of these distributions
reflects discrete multi-motor stall forces and the peak-separation represents
single-motor detachment velocity. Surprisingly, we find the single-motor
detachment velocity for dynein comparable to that for kinesin suggesting com-
parable single-motor stall forces in this case. Further high-resolution motion
analyses and stochastic modeling of GNP-endosome trajectories reveal several
key signatures of cooperative mechanics, multi-motor force profiles and
detachment kinetics.
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Axons of neurons present a unique challenge for intracellular transport: with
a diameter of roughly one micrometer and length that can range up to a
